
   
“The Gold Standard in Safes” 

 
King Richard I, Sovereign Series, High Security Safes 

U.L. Rated TL-30x6  
Impasse's finest, for those seeking maximum protection for their jewels, gold, silver and cash!  By far the strongest TL-

30x6 on the market!  Is this an example of over-engineering? Definitely!  If U.L. had a TL-60x6 category, it would qualify! 

Richard I safes have been tested by Underwriters Laboratories (U.L.) and rated as TL-30x6.  U.L. attempts forced entry under ideal laboratory 
conditions, unlike those a real burglar encounters. Successful "entry" is defined as opening the door or creating a 6 inch square hole. The TL-
30x6 rating means all six sides  withstand a minimum of 30 minutes of continuous attack using high powered tools like those employed by 
locksmiths and professional burglars, including high-speed hammer drills with tungsten-carbide bits, grinders, metal cutting saws, hole saws, 
sledgehammers and pry bars. 

Why even consider a TL-30 safe with 30 minutes of protection on the door, but only about 8 minutes of protection on the other 5 sides? At 
Sovereign we are confident it would take a skilled safecracker hours to gain entry to a Richard I safe in a non-laboratory setting…regardless of 
which side he chose to attack. Richard the Lionheart would be proud. 
 
THE DOOR:  A mammoth 7 2/3" thick!...containing a formidable 4" space filled with layer after layer of thick steel tubes (see photo). The 
tubes and adjacent spaces are filled with an extremely dense, high strength, composite material. This unique proprietary combination of steel 
and dense composite material affords maximum protection against every kind of power tool! Even an oxy-acetylene torch is at a serious 
disadvantage because torching through the massive reinforced door or walls would take forever. 

The locking mechanisms are protected by tempered Manganese steel plates, plus both shattered glass and mechanical relocking devices. Fat 1 
3/5" diameter, long-throw, chrome-plated alloy bolts extend deep into their individual bolt sockets, creating a single impregnable unit. All of 
the bolts are active! In the event of a drill, punch, explosion or other heavy impact attack, the relocking mechanisms activate, preventing the 
bolts from being withdrawn. A Richard I safe would remain securely locked even if the solid steel ball bearing hinges were successfully cut off.  
 
THE BODY:  3½" thick, with the same formidable layers of steel tubes filled and the same dense composite material found in the door. 
Tempered, triangle shaped Manganese steel housings protect the bolt holes from a side attack. The shelves are fully adjustable. There are four 
anchor bolt holes. We recommend bolting the safe to the floor for added security. 
 
THE LOCKS:  Richard I safes come with TWO premium Sargent and Greenleaf™ (S&G) locks. Both must be unlocked to open the safe. 
Standard is one S&G Titan Pivot Bolt™ electronic lock with lighted keypad, and one S&G mechanical lock with Spy-Proof™ locking dial. 
With this lock combination you can unlock the dial lock and then leave the dial set to the last number…this will allow you to quickly unlock 
and lock the safe with just the keypad until the end of the day when you spin the dial to engage both locks for the night. 



 
FIRE PROTECTION:  Richard I safes are tested to maintain an interior temperature below 350°F for two hours in temperatures of 1275°F. 
(Paper ignites at 451°F.) The door closes against an intumescent fire seal that expands with heat, tightly sealing the safe against the intrusion of 
external heat and oxygen. 
 
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR FINISHES:  The brass door escutcheon, 5-spoke wheel and heavy pull handle beautifully complement the dark 
"Mahogany" semi-gloss paint. You will love the fully upholstered ivory faux leather interior, the LED strip lighting and three interior electrical 
outlets! 
 
Model Exterior Dimensions Interior Dimensions Weight Locks   Shelves 
R32 31.50”H x 31.1”W x 29.53”D 24.41”H x 24.02”W x 18.11”D 1812# Two S&G Locks 2 
R39 39.37”H x 31.1”W x 29.53”D 32.28”H x 24.02”W x 18.11”D 2162# Two S&G Locks 3 
R47 47.24”H x 31.1”W x 29.53”D 40.16”H x 24.02”W x 18.11”D 2530# Two S&G Locks 3  
R55 55.12”H x 31.1”W x 29.53”D 48.03”H x 24.02”W x 18.11”D 3218# Two S&G Locks 3 
R63 63.00”H x 35.43”W x 31.5”D 55.90”H x 28.35”W x 20.08”D 4060# Two S&G Locks 4 
R71 70.87”H x 35.43”W x 31.5”D 63.78”H x 28.35”W x 20.08”D 4509# Two S&G Locks 5 
 
Due to their weight, these safes must either sit on a concrete floor or a reinforced raised foundation. In addition, the surfaces being crossed to 
reach the safe's final destination must also be able to bear the weight. We recommend consultation with a qualified contractor to discuss 
reinforcement of a raised foundation floor. 
 
Add 4" to exterior depth for 5-spoke handle and electrical plug. 
 
Fractions and decimals stated are accurate to within 1/32". 
 



 
Inside the door & walls of a Richard I safe 

Layer after layer of heavy steel tubes. 
Voids are then filled with a super dense concrete material. 

 

VIDEO: For an impressive demonstration of the strength of these TL-30x6 safes, go to youtube.com 
and search for "UL 30x6 Coring, Grinding, Drilling Test." This is a video of a test of a safe 
manufactured to the exact same specification as a Richard I safe (made by Comfo Safe Manufacturing 
Co. Ltd. in China). 

  



     
King Richard 1 Model R71 (5 shelves) and R71GS (gun safe). The R71 comes in Mahogany. The R71GS comes in Mahogany or Cabernet. 
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